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NM 52040 65490 5m

A circle of stones, diameter ~12m, on a low knoll looking down the valley of the Allt Choire Mhuilinn 
towards Mingary.  There is no sign of a cist grave within the circle, but this may lie hidden beneath the 
soil. Dr Oliver Harris of the University of Leicester has looked at it and believes it to be either a kerb 
cairn or the circle of a Bronze Age hut, and, following a RCAHMS field visit on 10 June 2014, the 
officer described it as, “A possible hut-circle situated on top of a small knoll, consisting of a low rubble
bank, 1.1m to 1.3m in width, and with an internal diameter of 9.9m (N-S) and 9.2m (E-W).” (Canmore 
site 348354, https://canmore.org.uk/site/348354).
There is an associated 'rock structure' to the southwest.  
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https://canmore.org.uk/site/348354


View of circle from the northeast.





Rock Structure at NM52016471, to southwest of stone circle:

70m SW of stone circle 520654.01, consisting of stones <1m arranged in elongate structure, possibly cist 
grave.


